
■lANNiNG & LAND USE MANAGEiViEN

MOTION
Proposition 64, also known as the Adult Use of Marijuana Act of 2016, legalized the recreational use of 

marijuana for adults aged 21 years or older, permitting smoking in a private home or at a business licensed 
for on-site consumption. As temporary and annual licenses are granted to commercial cannabis businesses, 
the City should assess the feasibility of and pursue policies that ensure that legally licensed commercial 
cannabis businesses remain in compliance with amendments to guidelines and restrictions as outlined by the 
State’s Bureau of Cannabis Control.

The California Cannabis Advisor}' Committee, which is under the jurisdiction of the State’s Bureau of 
Cannabis Control, was created to advise the State’s licensing authorities on the development of standards and 
regulations, including best practices and guidelines that protect public health and safety while ensuring a 
regulated environment for commercial cannabis activity. The Cannabis Advisoiy Committee has advised 
licensing authorities on the development of emergency and permanent regulations for commercial and 
medicinal adult-use cannabis activities. As part of its mandate, the Cannabis Advisor)’ Committee releases an 
annual report that includes proposed recommendations to the State’s licensing authorities that assesses and 
amends the State’s regulatory framework for cannabis businesses.

As part of its 2020 Annual report, which was adopted on December 9, 2020, ihe Cannabis Advisor)' 
Committee recommended changes in light of the challenges posed by the illicit market and the COVID-19 
pandemic. These recommended changes include lifting the $5,000 limit on the amount of cannabis products 
that can be carried by delivery vans, and amendments that will eventually allow food not infused with 
cannabis and non-alcoholic beverages to be served in cannabis lounges. In addition to these changes, the 
Cannabis Advisory Committee also recommends the following additional amendments:

* Expanding authorized activities under inicrobusiness licenses to include processing of cannabis products, and 
allowing them to conduct sales at licensed events.

• Eliminating a requirement that different activities at a microbusiness be separated by walls or barriers;
• Lifting a restriction that testing laboratories can only test cannabis products;
* Permitting samples to be provided to retailers,
• Allowing firms holding multiple cultivation licenses to share propagation and processing areas, and
* Allowing more time to report tracking dala on products in the event of natural disasters power outages or other 

loss of computer connectivity

I THEREFORE MOVE that the City Council instruct the Department of Cannabis Regulation to report 
on the potential implications of the recommendations proposed in the California Cannabis Advisory 
Committee’s 2020 Annual Report, including areas in which the City’s current regulatory framework for 
commercial cannabis activity allows for these changes, and elements of the report which the Department 
recommends for support through the City’s Stale Legislative Program.
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